The concept of dwelling is connected with the thermal comfort problem. Radiatively out of balance volumes may agree physiologically and psychologically with the ideal preferred comfort. Nevertheless taking into account vertical and horizontal gradients is a necessity, as well as other parameters of influence like air temperature, air velocity, hygrometry, activity and clothing. The mean radiant temperature is here determined by the radiosity method for grey surfaces combined with a Monte Carlo method for solar or punctual sources. The search for optimal thermal management must account for ambient radiation. The B coefficient aims at this goal. Ambient radiative control is related to a correct sizing of the glazings and needs the use of complementary elements : shutters, shadings, air fans... A few experimentations demonstrate the positive effects of radiation in a convenient concept of volumes.
Revue Phys. Appl. 21 (1986) (Fig. 3) . c) The minor axis of the elliptic optimal zone corresponds to the relation : [7] . The shoes action is to remove these limites.
On the one hand, blood circulation is twice as fast in the head and shoulders as inside the rest of the body ; on the other hand both head and shoulders taken together afford the smallest surface area of exchange considering the volume concerned (spherical shape). The result is that this part of the body is particularly sensitive to vertical gradients.
At each point P, a radiation vector is a vector whose projection upon any direction is numerically equal to the difference in irradiance between the two sides of a plane element placed at P and normal to that direction [7] . The last experiments show 10 °C to 12 °C [8] to be the limit of the vertical radiation vector permissible without discomfort. In case of a cold ceiling, this vector limit is reduced by 2 degrees.
The horizontal radiation vector may be quite large [9] [10] As it is the case with all statistical methods care must be taken when counting the elementary beams. As a matter of fact the crossing of the cubes by adjacent sides produces an error which can be fairly well corrected by introducing the following factor :
where NiJk is the number of rays crossing the iJk cube, the summation being extended to the cubes surrounding the emission source (window). 4 . Radiation management. (Fig. 6) . The All this corresponds to an optimal insertion of the lodging in the climatic context and a way of life in relation with the climate (Fig. 6 ).
In the case of the Tourrettes solar house, the B value is related to a non-heating temperature of 14'7, and BIG = 0.5 corresponds to a division of the climatic cycle into two equal parts. This result confirms that the adopted value on B is optimal. [12] . Considering the small number of days where air-cônditioning is necessary, and accounting to the fact that during that period most of the staff is on holiday, a natural solution has been adopted. Figure 7 shows for this building the correlation between minimal and maximal outdoor air tempera- Among the comfort environments, the radiative ones are those which give psychologically to man best agreement : existence of space-time gradients to avoid the saturation of percepting organs [17, 18] , visual (poor or rich, intense or weak lights...) or respiratory (radiation permits a colder air which satisfies breathing passages better), pleasure experienced which may be different from the one predicted by comfort, but which may be more valued [19] .
